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0 of 1 review helpful One Star By L Lodwick If I could give this no stars I would I ended up throwing it in the trash 0 
of 0 review helpful This book is dark and at times disturbing but despite the content the writing is poetic and beautiful 
This book may have some t By Aviva I think I had expectations that were too high going in The book starts off slow in 
my op In Persian myth it is said that Akbar the Great built a palace which he filled with newborns attended only by 
mutes in order to learn whether language is innate or aquired As the children grew into their silent and difficult world 
this palace became known as the Gang Mahal or Dumb House In his first novel John Burnside explores the 
possibilities inherent in a modern day repetition of Akbars investigations The unnamed narrator creates a twisted 
variant of th com Reader beware The Dumb House is not for the faint of heart This debut novel by Scottish poet John 
Burnside is subtitled A Chamber Novel but Chamber of Horror might better describe it The central character and 
narrator is Luke a terrif 
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